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THE TALE OF SAINT ABEBCIUS.
THE chief authority for the life of this saint is the biography
by Symeon Metaphrastes, written about 900-50 A.D. It quotes
the epitaph on the saint's tomb, and the question whether this
epitaph is an original document of the second century A.D., or a
later forgery, is one of the utmost importance for the early
history of the Christian church, and of many literary points
connected with it. The document is not very easily accessible,
so that it may be well to quote it as it is given in the Life by
Metaphrastes; the criticism of the text has been to a certain
extent advanced by the metrical restorations proposed by Pitra
and others.1
'E/icXe/eTr;? iroXeas •jroXirrj^ TO'8' eirouqaa ^a>i>, Xv e%co iecupq>
<TU>f*aTO<; ivddSe Bicnp, TOVVO/M A/8ep«tos d we /AadrjTT]? Hoifievo'i
dyvov, os {36<rK€t, irpofSaTdtv dyeXa<s ovpeai TreStcu? Te" 6<f>6aXfiov; os e\ei fieydXow} iravra KaOopotovra1;. OVTOS yap f-e
eSiSalje ypdfifiara TriaTa' ets 'VwfirjV os eire/M'yfrev ifie
^
a9p7Jtraf ica\ fBaol~kL<T<rav IBeiv ^pvcrocrToXo
Xaov 8' elSof eicei Xafiirpav a<bpayi§a e^ovra' ical 2U/SM;S
X(*>Pa<> « o W Kal aarea irdvTa, Nt'crt/3tv Ev^pdrrjv Sta/3d<;' irdv7as 8' eaj(pv avvofirjyvpovi
YlavXov e<ra>0ev. IL'ffTts 8e iravrl
irporjye Kal irape6r}Ke Tpo<f)r)v, l%8vv airo •mjyr)'; ira/xfieyiOr]
KaOapbv ov iBpd^aro Tlapdevos dyvtj, Kal TOVTOV eVeSaJKe <f>i\ot,<:
iadieiv hiairavTO';- oivov ^prjarbv ej(pu<ra Kepao-pa ScBovaa //.«••?•'
aprov.
Tavra irapeaTO)<; elirov 'A/Sep/cto? w8e ypaffivai, e/3Sou.7)KocrTbv eTOS Kal Sevrepov dyoav dXr)6S)<s. TavO' o voa>p ev^airo
virep 'AfiepKiov Tras 6 arvvwho?. Ov fiivroi rv/ifiov erepov Tts
a7r' ifiov ivdvco 0rfaef el 8' ovv, 'Pa>/xal(ov ra/iela> drfcrei Sia•xpvcra Kal Xpyo'Tfj TrarpiBt 'lepaTroXei %iXia •
1

See Ada Sanctorum, Oct. 22,
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Tillemont has argued that the life of the saint as written by
Metaphrastes is a mere fiction, and that the epitaph is as
worthless as the biography. He is much shocked with the
levity of the epitaph, for the only incidents of his Roman
journey recorded by the saint are his seeing the Empress in her
gold robes and shoes, and the people who wore rings, i.e. the
senators and equites:* he therefore condemns the epitaph as
unworthy of 'sanctum senioremque episcopum, jamque moriturum.' Probably this disagreement between the style of the
epitaph and the spirit of later Christianity would now be considered as one of its chief points of interest, and as an indication
of its probable authenticity. But the arguments of Tillemont
on historical grounds are so weighty that the epitaph could
certainly not be quoted with confidence as historical, however
much one might incline to count it genuine. In particular,
Tillemont's argument that there was no room for Abercius and
his successor in the list of bishops of Hierapolis was apparently
unanswerable. I t is quite clear that in the biography, Abercius
is conceived as having lived a considerable time, and travelled
much after his Roman visit in 163 A.D. He is succeeded by
another Abercius ; and yet it is a known fact that the bishop of
Hierapolis in 171 A.D. was Apollinaris. In the next page it will
appear how this difficulty has been done away with, much to
my own surprise, by a paper which I recently wrote. We have
reason to consider that our brief expedition during last autumn
was specially favoured by fortune in having enabled M. l'Abbe
Duchesne finally to restore to historical science a document of
the second century.2
In the Bulletin de Correspondance Eelleniqxie, July 1882, I
published an article on the three Phrygian cities, Hieropolis,
Brouzos, and Otrous, which were previously mere names: nothing
was known of them except that the second and third had struck
coins under the Empire. The first, which occurs in the Byzantine lists as Hierapolis,3 had been still more unfortunate. Its
existence had been almost ignored, and it had been identified
1
The words admit of a symbolical
in'e.'pretation, see Lightfoot," .SJpp. to
Coloss. ,introd., p. 55
ff.
8
See Bulletin Litteraire, Aug. 15,
1882.

3
Though it is always called Hierapolis in literary authorities, I shall use
the form Hieropolis, given on coins
and inscriptions, for the sake of distinction.
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with the far more important Hierapolis, also a Phrygian town,
in the Maeander valley. The object of my paper was to prove
that these three cities all lay in or close to the large and fertile
valley of Sandukli, and that a general outline of their history
could still be recovered. At the same time I proposed to
assign certain coins, previously attributed to Hierapolis of the
Maeander valley, to this Hieropolis: these coins bear the legend
I6POF1OAGITI2N. In this paper there were several points
which rested on somewhat bold restorations or assumptions; and
my first object is now to add some additional corroborations,
which subsequent travel and M. Duchesne's discovery have
enabled me to make. In particular I had hardly dared to
trust my own judgment in restoring two lines of one
inscription

ONHBOY
HMOZO
NEniME
as [SeySacrJTOi/, 17 fiov\\r) ical 6 S]i)/ios 'O\rpor)vS}\v, eTrt,fj,e\\7]0evT<W] K.T.X., and in rejecting the alternative 8?jfio<; 6 Upovfyv&v

as requiring more letters than the line could hold. The consideration that made the restoration 'OrporjvSiv doubtful was
the difficulty of placing three cities, all important enough to
coin money, in one valley so near each other. But M. Duchesne
has shown on other grounds that Otrous and Hieropolis were
probably neighbouring cities.
I had also argued that the name Hieropolis might be taken
as proof that the city was once the religious centre, on the
analogy of Ephesus, Comana, and other towns in Asia Minor,
of the whole surrounding district, whose inhabitants must then
have been all the property of the temple (UpoBovXoi); and
connecting this fact with one or two others, I ventured to rest
on this hypothetical basis a reconstruction in outline of the
history of the valley. During this summer, on a journey in
Cappadocia which the kindness and scientific interest of Sir Ch.
Wilson procured for me, I found three official decrees in Comana,
which prove that the native and official name of that city was
Hieropolis. These three decrees all begin 'lepo7ro\eiT&p 17
ftovkr) ical 6 Sij/io<;.

In this paper I published the following inscription, which
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proves clearly that the epitaph of Abercius was already imitated
in this valley in the beginning of the third century A.D.
...\e/CT»79 7ro .. « ? o TroKei...ovr etroL..v e%co <J?AN6 I. <ra>fiaTo? evda deffiv ov.o/ia ,\e!;av8po5 'APT. PIOV .a0rjTr)<s 7roifievo<;
dyvov.
Oil {levroi rvfi/3' res ifia> erepov r.va 0ij<rei. ei S' o5v
'Po)/j,aia>v ra. eico 6-qaet Sicr.eiXid .pvcra, ical .prjcrTT) irarpih.
'lepoiroXei .eiXi. .pvcra. 'Eypd</)T) erei T , firjvl <;', %6VTOS. Elprfvrj
Trapdyova-iv Ka. fiv.. Kofiivoi'} irepi tj. cop.1

I did not recognise the importance of this inscription, except
as being a monument of Christianity dated as early as the year
216 A.D. The oldest Christian inscription hitherto known in
Asia Minor is dated in the year 279 A.D., but the well-known
coin of Apameia in Phrygia, about thirty miles south of Hieropolis, furnished a proof that Christian (or Jewish) influence was
strong in this district before the death of Septimius Severus,
211 A.D. On this coin, struck under this emperor, a man and a
woman are represented standing before the ark and raising their
hands to heaven: the ark bears the inscriptipn NX2E. The
very name of St. Abercius was unknown to me till I heard that
M. Duchesne had discovered the relation of the inscription of
Alexander to the epitaph of the saint. In the following notes
I shall not touch on any of the literary and historical points
about which M. Duchesne has promised an elaborate work ; but
I shall try from topographical considerations to make it probable
that the legend as told by Metaphrastes is taken from an older
literary source, that this older biography was written between
the years 363 and 385 A.D., and that it merely gave written
expression to a legend that had grown in the district around the
remarkable tomb with the still more remarkable legend. Of
course this is merely a presumption suggested as the most
natural explanation of certain geographical considerations; it is
liable to be overborne by stronger considerations derived from
other points. I do not deny that the geographical facts may be
consistent with a later date than I have assigned: but they are
certainly more easily explained on this supposition, and they are
absolutely inconsistent with an earlier date.
The tale of Saint Abercius is briefly as follows. Abercius was
bishop of Hieropolis in Little Phrygia. Being moved to indig1

Such faults of grammar and metre
as occur in this inscription show that

the Phrygians spoke very bad Greek,
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nation by the sacrifices ordered by the Emperor Aurelius, he
broke the statues of the gods in the temples of the city. When
the populace was about to lay hands on him, he cured three
men possessed with devils; the whole crowd was immediately
converted, and 500 men were baptized. His many miracles
procured him great fame. He was summoned to Rome to cure
the Emperor's daughter Lucilla, who was possessed by a devil.
He then travelled in Syria and Mesopotamia, and received from
the churches there the title laairoaroXos. He returned to
Hieropolis, where he died at the age of seventy-two.
In the first place the biography presupposes the division of
Phrygia into two provinces, which was made by Diocletian in
remodelling the administration of the empire. The exact time
when this remodelling was completed is uncertain; but the
approximate date assigned by Mommsen is 297 A.D.1 The two
provinces were called Phrygia I. and Phrygia II. About 385
A.D. Phrygia II. had received the name Salutaris, and by 405
A.D. Phrygia I. had been called Pacatiana. These names,
Phrygia Salutaris and Phrygia Pacatiana, continued to be used
universally till the end of the Byzantine period. Pacatiana was
the larger, richer, and more important province, and Justinian
among his many alterations raised its governor to the rank of
comes, and placed it on an independent footing. Before this
time, about 535 A.D., it had been governed by a consularis, an
official of lower rank than a comes, and both Phrygias were under
the administration of the Vicarius Dioceseos Asianae. From
this time onwards, Pacatiana was governed by a comes, who was
co-ordinate in rank with the Vicarius, and not as before subject
to him. Salutaris, however, as a less important province, continued to be governed by a consularis. Now the Life by
Metaphrastes always says that Hieropolis was in Little Phrygia
(<£>puyla MiKpa), and one passage implies the existence of two
provinces, Great and Little Phrygia. These names have caused
the commentators much difficulty. They thought of the older
distinction into Phrygia Magna and Phrygia Epiktetos, and of
the fact, true before 297 A.D., that Hierapolis was in Phrygia
1

I need not here allude to the controversy that has arisen about Mommsen's theory as to the date of the
Verona MS. The common dates for

SiIviusPolemius,and the Notitia Dignitatum, 385 and 405, may also be used
as nearly true.
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Magna. But the difficulty disappears when we observe that
Metaphrastes refers to the period after the division by
Diocletian; and it becomes certain that Phrygia I. and II. were
also known as Phrygia Magna and Parva (MeydXr), Miicpa),
although no other example occurs where the two provinces bear
these names. The names Pacatiana and Salutaris had not come
into use when the biography was written, and the old names
persist when the original biography was over-written by Metaphrastes. I do not mea,n to assert that the name Salutaris
suddenly supplanted the name Little Phrygia ; the change was
probably a slow one. But it is certain that the name Salutaris
did come into use in the second half of the fourth century
instead of the older forms Secunda or Parva, and that when it
was once adopted it established itself throughout the Byzantine
period as the common name. I t is not improbable that Metaphrastes, when he took from his authority the traditional name
Little Phrygia, did not know the real meaning of the phrase
he was using. Now Hieropolis was in Salutaris or Parva
Phrygia, and it thus becomes clear why we read in the
biography 6 rrji iv ry fiiKpa <$>pvyia TCOV 'lepavoXirav
€TTi(TKoiro<; (sic) and many similar expressions. The two provinces are distinctly implied in avveppeov (to Hieropolis) ov
rfj<s (ieyd\r)<; fiovov

<£>pvyict';...dWa

ical

otroi

rrjv

'Acriav

Before 297 A.D., there was no separate governor of
Phrygia or of any part of Phrygia: the whole country was part
of the province of Asia under a proconsul, and the official capital
of Asia was Ephesus. But Synnada was the capital of Phrygia
Salutaris,1 and hence we read in the biography ~2,vvaSa (sic) rij?

G>KOVV.

/jLiKpa.'i <i>pvyia$ nr}Tpoiro\iv.

Accordingly, Abercius was bishop

of Hieropolis in the valley of Sandukli and not of Hierapolis in
the Maeander valley, for the latter was in Phrygia Magna, or
Pacatiana. The chronological difficulty above mentioned disappears, as Abercius and Apollinaris may have been contemporary.
Finally, it appears that several names, Secunda and Parva, were
used to designate this province of Phrygia, before the usual name
1
M. Waddington Fastes de Prov.
d'AHe, p. 27, has for once erred on this
point. Arguing, I suppose, from the
order of Hierocles who places Eucarpia
first in his list, he says that the capital
of Phrygia II. was Eucarpia : and it

has been common to say that Eucarpia
was the original capital, and Synnada
the later capital. But Hierocles wrote
about 530, and it is quite certain that
Synnada was the capital both before
and after his time.
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Salutaris was devised; but the latter name came so early into
general use that the older names hardly ever occur. A document
which uses the name Parva may therefore be dated with the
utmost probability between 297 and 385 A.D.
This conclusion is confirmed by another consideration. In
the biography Phrygia Parva is governed by a Praeses or ^yi/i<ov
(HoTr\i(p TJ?9 [iitcpas $>pvyia<; fiyefwvevovTi, and later TOV f/yefiovevovros ixel ~Zinv6ripo<s). Now about 405 A.r>. both provinces
of Phrygia were governed by a Praeses or fjyefiwv (Notit. JDignit.

Orient, cap. I.).1 But this arrangement was altered before 535
A.D.; for Hierocles, whose list falls before that year, says that'both
provinces were governed by a consularis. Justinian, in 535, placed
Pacatiana under a comes, but left Salutaris or Parva under a
consularis. Accordingly in this respect also the biography is
true to the facts of an early date, and false to the facts of a
later date.
It is equally certain that the biography was written after
Constantinople was made the capital of the East (330 A.D.).
Valerius and Bassianus, the two magistriani sent by the
Emperor with his letter to Euxenianus, go first to Byzantium,
taking ship from Brundusium. Thence they travel on the
imperial post-road (Srjfioalq) Spofiqt, hypoa-Lois ITTTTOIS;) to

Synnada. I have in an article which will be published in
the forthcoming number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society explained the revolution in the system of roads in Asia
Minor caused by the foundation of Constantinople as capital of
the East. Before that time all roads led to Ephesus; after that
time all roads led to Constantinople. Under the older system
the envoys would have landed at Ephesus and gone right up
the great highway of Asia Minor by the Maeander and Lycus
valleys to Apameia, and thence direct by a country road
to Hieropolis, or else continuing along the great highway to
Synnada they would have there diverged by a country path to
Hieropolis. The proconsul of the province of Asia was always
obliged by law to land at Ephesus first of all.2 Cicero in going
to Cilicia, landed there, and went by the great highway over
1

This date is always given for the
composition of iheNotitia Dignitatum,
and is assumed by Mommsen, though
the proof promised by Booking, the
H. S.—VOL. III.

editor, has not so far as I know been
yet actually published,
2
Waddington, Fastes de Prov.
d'Aaie, p. 16.
A A
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Laodiceia, Apameia, and Synnada, to his province.1 This road
explains why under the Republic these three conventus were
placed under the governor of Cilicia, and not, as seems
geographically natural, under the governor of Asia. The
proconsul of Cilicia had to pass through Laodiceia, Apameia, and
Synnada on his way; and hence it was arranged that he should
hold the conventus at these towns going and returning, though
" they are so much nearer to Ephesus the seat of the Asian proconsul than they are to Tarsus the seat of the Cilician proconsul.
If the original biography which underlies the work of Metaphrastes had been written before 330 A.D., it would certainly
have represented the imperial messengers as travelling by the
imperial road from Ephesus. After the post-road by Nicomedeia
and Dorylaion 2 to Iconium, which has existed ever since
Constantinople became the seat of government, had been
instituted, the official road to Synnada lay along- this great
road either to Lysias or to Cedrea, about LXX/V. M.P. south of
Dorylaion, or to Julia, a day's journey further on. At one of these
places the road to Synnada, Apameia, and Baris diverged from
it, and this was the road that the imperial envoys were, during
the period after 330 A.D., naturally conceived as travelling by. I t
is certainly a very roundabout way from Rome, and so evidently
the saint himself thought. He agreed to go to Rome, but sent
the envoys to return as they came, travelling post on the postroad (Srj/jLoo-ioK; iTTTToiq). But he himself refused to accompany
them, and merely said he would meet them at Ostia in forty
days. A native of Hieropolis knew that the easy and short way
was by Attalia in Pamphylia, which still retains its old name,
Adalia, and its old importance as the chief seaport on this part
of the southern coast. Five good days' journey would bring
Abercius, passing along the easy valley behind (i.e. east of)
Apameia, beside the fountains of the Obrimas and the lake
Aulocrene, and thence through Baris to Attalia. Here he
would constantly find homeward-bound ships engaged in the
eastern trade, and so he arrived at Ostia three days sooner than
the envoys with all the advantages of the imperial post. A
touch like this makes it highly probable that the tale of Saint
Abercius grew in the valley of Hieropolis.
1
2

Cic. Fam. xv. 4, 2.
On this road arid on the site of

Cedrea see an article in the Mittkeil. d.
d. Instit. Athen, 1882, p. 140.
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The same accuracy in details is manifested in the description
of the envoys' journey to Hieropolis. Along the post-road to
Synnada, the capital of the province, they go with ease and
without guides. When they reach Synnada, they have to diverge
from the post-road, which goes straight south to Apameia and
Baris. Hieropolis is separated by a very rugged chain of
volcanic mountains from Synnada, and the pass across this
chain is a very unpleasant and tortuous one. Accordingly they
got guides from Spinther, the praeses or r/yefiwv of the province,
and reached Hieropolis the same day at the ninth hour. I have
traversed all the roads near Synnada and Hieropolis, and can
bear witness to the perfect accuracy of this incident. It impresses me strongly with the conviction that only a native of
the district could have written the original narrative. On the
other hand, the journey from the Peloponnesus to Byzantium is
described in an absurd way.
The return journey of Abercius from Syria is also described accurately, but the terms are too general to found any inference upon.
Another passage narrows still further the period within which
the tale must have been written down. In gratitude for the
cure wrought on her daughter, the Empress Faustina, in the
Emperor's absence, ordered at the saint's request that 3,000
medimni of corn should be given annually to the poor of
Hieropolis, and this donation was continued until Julian put
a stop to it (363 A.D.). The life of the saint must therefore
have been written later than this date, and if there is any truth
in my argument that it was written earlier than 385 A.D., it may
be counted highly probable that some annual benefaction to the
poor of Hieropolis, bequeathed perhaps by some pious soul, was
actually seized by the officials of the Emperor Julian. Within
such a short period it is improbable that the tale could grow
without some foundation; and it is quite in accordance with
historical verisimilitude that a Christian benefaction should • be
seized on at this time.
My argument, therefore, is that it is justifiable to regard the
tale of Saint Abercius as a tradition and not, like the lives of
some of the saints, as a mere legend. The historical facts
contained are in the first place all that is vouched for in the
epitaph; secondly, the rapid spread of Christianity in Phrygia
during the second century; thirdly, the seizure by Julian of
AA2
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a Christian benefaction to the poor of Hieropolis. I t is not
probable that there is any historical element underlying the
tale of the Emperor's daughter.
There was evidently a
strong inclination, shown in some other tales, to make the good
Emperor Aurelius into a semi-Christian, and moreover some
of the incidents, especially the reference in 163 A.D. to an event
that occurred in 180 A.D.,1 and the Byzantine machinery of the
court, are gross anachronisms. But the general course of the
story of Lucilla fits so well into history, that it might almost
seem as if some historical fact, perhaps quite unconnected
with Abercius, lay at the foundation of it. According to Eckhel,
Lucilla was betrothed to L. Verus, and was married to him in
164 A.D. Her father conducted her to Brundusium in 164 A.D.,
and Verus met her on her landing at Ephesus. She was born in
147 A.D. Now the biography says that when sixteen years of age,
i.e. in 163 A.D., Lucilla was about to be conducted by her father
to Ephesus to meet Verus, and that her sudden illness obliged
the Emperor to postpone the marriage till the following year,
making the excuse of disturbance on the German frontier. But
a different train of reasoning is suggested by the letter of the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius to Euxenianus Poplio summoning the
saint to Rome. Euxenianus was resident at Hieropolis: it is
implied that he was an official of high rank, in frequent communication with the Emperor (?JV r£>v irapa TG5 avTotcparopL re
real rfj -rroXei 7ra.cry r a ? irpcorwi ey^ovreop ri/^d1;. <p TroWd/ci?
trepl Brj/Mocrlwv eVe'crTetXa? Trpwy/jbdrav), a n d he is therefore

presumably in authority in this part of Phrygia. But at the
same time it is implied that he was governor of the province of
Asia, for he was the agent through whom the Emperor relieved
the distress of Smyrna caused by the great earthquake. His
procurator Caelius is mentioned as concerned in this business.
This distress and the relief given by the Emperor are historical
facts: the earthquake took place in 180 A.D., and the letters of
the rhetorician Aristides begging the Emperor for help to the
city and thanking him for it when it was given are preserved.
This letter must therefore have been composed at a time when
Phrygia and Asia were under the same governor, i.e. before
297 A.D.; and it therefore preserves a form of the tale as it
1

The earthquake that destroyed
Smyrna, and the Emperor's generosity

to the ruined city.
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existed in the third century. It was incorporated by the writer
of 363-85 A.D. in his biography, without his observing the contradiction between the office of Euxenianus and the office of
Spinther or Poplius. He has rather slurred over the official
character of Euxenianus, who must have been proconsul of
Asia. He and his prociirator Caelius are officers of the Roman
Empire, the rest of the machinery in the tale belongs to the
Byzantine Empire. It must be added that the reference to
the Smyrna earthquake is made, according to the supposition
in 163 A.D., seventeen years before it occurred; and this shows
how the historical facts of the tale have been shuffled in the
course of its growth. It is doubtful whether the incident of
the Emperor's daughter occurred at all in the older form of the
legend. In the Byzantine period Phrygia was wholly disjoined
from Asia. The Proconsul Asiae ruled three provinces, Asia,
Insulae, PTelkspontus: the Vicarms dioceseos Asianae ruled
eight provinces, Pamphylia, Lydia, Caria, Lycia, Zycaonia,
Pisidia, Phrygia Pacatiana and Salutaris} While this division
is inconsistent with the episode of Euxenianus and Caelius, it
suits the rest of the tale very well, and in particular the opening of cap. ii., where it is said that peopleflockedto see Abercius
not only from Great Phrygia and all the neighbouring districts,
but from Asia and from the provinces of Lydia and Caria.
It follows that the local legends incorporated in the biography
—the production of the hot-springs at Agros beside the river,
the production of the fountain on the hill at the TWOS
r
yovvK\i<Tia<;> the affliction of the villagers at Aulon with eternal
insatiability in feeding, the place called Phrougis or Phragellion
in the market-place of Hieropolis—all ~ these must be tales
current from old times in the district, and told doubtless of
pagan divinities before they were transferred to a Christian
saint. A similar transference of pagan tales to Christ and the
Apostles is a well-known phenomenon in German folk-lore. In
particular the tale how Abercius sat on the stone by the village
of Aulon, and the villagers disregarded his entreaties, recalls
the dyeKaaro'i irerpa of the Eleusinian legend.2
1

This arrangement is certain in 405
(Not. Dign.). The remarkable inscription of Poplius, given in C.I.G. 3188
after Constant. Porphyrog. de Them.
1. 3, perhaps proves that the Proconsul

of Asia was after 297 supreme ruler of
all Asia Minor west of Armenia,
3
On the native religion of Hieropolis see Trois Villes Phrygicnncs in
Bull. Con: Hell. 1882.
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Only one fact is recorded in any historian about Abercius.
Eusebius 1 mentions that an anonymous presbyter of Otrous wrote
a tract on the Montanist heresy addressed to Avircius Marcellus.
I t is implied that this Avircius was a near neighbour of the
bishop, and as the tract is apparently written about the beginning of the Montanist controversy in 171 A.D., it is exceedingly
probable that he is identical with Saint Abercius. Le Quien
had long ago conjectured that this was the case; and M. Duchesne
now regards it as quite certain.
The epitaph shows clearly that Abercius was a man of mark
in his own time, and that his tomb was a noticeable monument.
I t consisted of a square monolithic substructure, on which was
placed an altar with the epitaph inscribed on it. A very
remarkable early monument at Phocaea, carved out of the
natural rock, proves that this form of monument was known in
Asia Minor in the very earliest time: the monument has been
very incorrectly engraved in the Smyrna Movaeiov, vol. ii., and
I hope soon to give a more correct representation of it. The
same form of monument appears in a curious relief,2 now built
into a house at Coula in the Katacecaumene on the borders of
Lydia and Phrygia, which also I hope to publish hereafter. We
may therefore conclude that the form was originally Phrygian.
It is interesting to observe that the early Christians of Phrygia
did not sever themselves by a social barrier from their pagan
neighbours. On their tombs they employ some of the common
pagan formulas; their tombs are made in the usual pagan form
of the sepulchral altar, as has been remarked 3 about the epitaph
of Alexandros quoted above; and they place their tomb under
the protection of the public law. The word •xpTjo-navos, which
is sometimes employed on their tombs,4 is probably intentionally
as much as possible assimilated to the ordinary pagan ^770-7-0?.
In later .time, when Christianity had finally triumphed, the
spelling yprjanavo'i was proscribed as heretical.
The personality of Abercius formed a centre round which
gathered a religious myth, containmg the popular conception
of the early history of Christianity in Phrygia. The incidents
recorded in the epitaph were entwined with other historical and
1
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semi-historical facts: to these were added some ancient and
originally pagan local legends about certain natural features of
the district. No doubt the tale that the devil who was cast out
of Lucilla, was ordered to carry a stone altar from the Hippodrome (i.e. the Circus Maximus perhaps) at Rome to Hieropolis
to serve as the saint's tomb, was suggested by the peculiar form
of the tomb with its sepulchralfioo/j.6<;exactly resembling the
old pagan monuments. Finally about 370 A.D. the local mythology was committed to writing, and the life of Saint Abercius
took nearly the form that it has in the work of Metaphrastes.
There is one consideration which might overturn my argument,
and that is the proof that there are no hot-springs near Hieropolis.
It would then be necessary to suppose that the legend had not
finally taken form till a much later time, when the hot-springs
of Hierapolis were confused with the district of Hieropolis by
some ignorant compiler. It is quite certain, however, that the
description of the hot-springs given in the biography does not
suit with those of Hierapolis: the former are said to be outside
the city near a river, while the latter were inside the city and
far from any river. If then it be discovered that there are hotsprings in the valley of Sandukli, this might be regarded as
a conclusive proof that my theory is correct. I shall, here quote
the words I used on this subject in the paper already referred
to,1 written when the name and legend of Abercius were unknown to m e : ' le nom d'Hieropolis implique que l'emplacement
devait e'tre designe comme sacre^ par des caracteres naturels, par
exemple une source thermale ou quelque autre particularite
semblable. Ceci pourrait aider un voyageur futur, disposant de
plus de temps que nous n'en avions, a decouvrir la situation
exacte de cette ville.'
NOTE.—After the preceding remarks were already in print, I
observed in Hamilton's Travels, ii. 169-70, that there is in the
valley of Sandukli a river, Hamam Su, ' The Water of the
Baths,' which recalls the "Aypo? rdov Qepfiaiv, as the hot-springs
are called in the biography. Hamilton also says, " He pressed
me to remain another day to visit some hot-springs which he
affirmed were near the centre of the plain, about four miles to
1
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the right of our road.' I t may, therefore, be counted almost
certain that the Ada of Metaphrastes follows faithfully an
authority of the fourth century, embodying a genuine popular
tradition, and not constructed by a legend-writer. The gradual growth of the tale in popular tradition is proved by the
occurrence of elements dating from the third century, which
do not harmonise with the usual fourth-century machinery of
the biography. The tale may therefore be regarded as a clear
example of the growth of a saint's life in the popular mind, and may
even be employed with due caution as a testimony to history.
Another inference of some literary importance may be drawn.
Metaphrastes has in this case faithfully reproduced an old
authority, probably the same which underlies the account of the
saint in the Menologion Basilii, 886 A.r>. I t is probable, therefore, that in his lives of other saints he was equally faithful, and
that he deserves a much higher rank than is frequently assigned
to him.
The confusion of the two towns Hierapolis and Hieropolis has
produced much error in early Christian history. In the introduction to the Epistles to the Colossians and Philemon, p. 55 ff.,
the Bishop of Durham has rightly caught the ring of genuineness
in the epitaph of Abercius, but the longstanding geographical
mistake made it impossible to explain the historical difficulties.
Hence arise such statements a s ' Hierapolis, though only six miles
from Laodicea, belonged to the province of Salutaris, whose
metropolis was Synnada. The Lycus seems to have formed the
boundary line between the two provinces,' Pacatiana and Salutaris. Hierapolis of Salutaris must always be interpreted as the
Hieropolis in the valley of Sandukli: Hierapolis near Laodicea
is always assigned in the Byzantine authorities to Pacatiana.
The Lycus is in the heart of Pacatiana.
The Bishop of Durham also, by a conjectural alteration of the
text of Eusebius, makes Apollinaris the author of the tract
on the Montanist controversy above referred to. The writer
mentions in the course of the tract TOV avfnrpeo-ftvTepov rjfiwv
ZWTIKOV TOV 'OTpr/vov, and mentions that Avircius Marcellus
had frequently enjoined on him to write against the new heresy.
It is, therefore, certain that the writer was a presbyter of some
place near Hieropolis, and there is no reason to identify him
with Apollinaris of Hierapolis.
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The oldest Christian inscriptions known in Rome, dating 71,
107, and 204 A.D., are mere names with date. The Phrygian
epitaph of Alexander, son of Antonius, 216 A.D., may therefore
rank as the earliest inscription yet found which affords any
evidence of the state of Christianity. In Rome an inscription of
the year 217 A.D. is of much interest (see De Rossi, Inscr.
Christ. Urb. Bom.).
W. M. RAMSAY.

